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Abstra t

In order to store semi-stru tured information, di erent approa hes have been proposed su h as (i) the definition of a new kind of database management system
espe ially designed for semi-stru tured data [1℄; (ii) the
de nition of viewpoints in the obje t model [2℄; (iii) hybrid approa hes ombining the use of languages designed
for semi-stru tured information representation su h as
XML for instan e and obje t-oriented DBMS [3℄ or semistru tured DBMS [4℄.
Con erning exible queries and impre ise information
management, the bibliography overs two kinds of problems. In a rst ategory of papers, the fuzzy set framework has been shown to be a sound s ienti way of
modelling exible queries [5℄. In the se ond ategory of
papers, the fuzzy set framework has also been proposed
to represent impre ise values by means of possibility distributions [6℄.
The approa h we hose onsists in designing a unied querying system ( alled UQS) that s ans two separate bases simultaneously : (i) a relational database
ontaining the stru tured information, pro essed by the
SI engine (for Stru tured Information), (ii) a on eptual
graph knowledge base ontaining the semi-stru tured
information, pro essed by the SSI engine (for SemiStru tured Information). The stru ture of the uni ed
querying system is presented in [7, 8℄.
The main reason why we hose the relational model
to store stru tured information is the eÆ ien y and the
robustness of this te hnology. A se ond reason is that
it has been widely studied in previous resear hes as a
way of managing fuzzy queries and impre ise information, operated in the SI engine. The stru tured information subsystem of UQS is presented in [9℄.
In the semi-stru tured information subsystem, we
hose the on eptual graph model [10, 11℄ for many
reasons. Firstly, its graph stru ture is well suited for
the representation of weakly stru tured information.
Se ondly, a on eptual graph knowledge base an be
s anned using graph operations already de ned in this
model. Thirdly, the terminologi al knowledge an be
useful to implement enlarged exible querying. Fourthly,
di erent software platforms are available, allowing one to
realize prototypes easily.
In this paper, we fo us on the semi-stru tured infor-

This work is part of a national proje t whi h aims at building a tool for the analysis of mi robial risks in food produ ts.
As a rst step, we propose a uni ed querying system whi h
simultaneously s ans two omplementary bases, ontaining
mi robiologi al information : a relational database ontaining stru tured information and a on eptual graph knowledge base ontaining semi-stru tured information. The unied querying system sends the user's query to both of them.
Fuzzy queries and impre ise information are handled in both
bases. To a hieve this goal, we propose a way of representing fuzzy values, in luding numeri al values, in on eptual
graphs.

1.Introdu tion
Our resear h takes pla e in a national proje t whi h
brings together government institutions and industry to
build a tool for the analysis of mi robial risks in food
produ ts. The rst step of this proje t onsists in gathering in a database information available in the s ienti
bibliography in mi robiology and that an be useful for
risk assessment.
A fundamental problem in our appli ation is that this
information onsists of experimental results in a eld
where knowledge is growing everyday. The integration of
this information is a sour e of irregularity : similar data
are often represented in di erent ways in independent
bibliographi al referen es. The term \semi-stru tured"
is used to qualify this kind of information whi h is not
really stru tured but presents similarities, even if this
is impli it. With semi-stru tured information, it is very
diÆ ult to determine a lassi al database s hema in order to store all the useful information.
Mi robiologi al data an be qualitative or quantitative. These data are generally impre ise due to the omplexity of the biologi al pro esses involved. Storing and
handling impre ise information is thus essential. The
data are also in omplete : the s ienti bibliography
does not over all possible experimental fa tors and onditions. For this reason it is important to introdu e exible queries, expressing enlarged sele tion riteria, with
preferen e degrees, in order to avoid empty answers.
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mation subsystem. We aim at expressing impre ise information and submitting enlarged queries using the oneptual graph model. We are thus on erned with the
expression of fuzzy values in a on eptual graph knowledge base. The s anning of the knowledge base by fuzzy
queries has also been studied, but is not presented here.
In the se ond se tion, we de ne the UQS uni ed query
language. In se tion 3, we brie y present the on eptual
graph model. In se tion 4, we fo us on the representation
of numeri al and fuzzy values in this model.
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Figure 1: Fuzzy sets HighDuration and MyMilkProdu tPreferen es

2.UQS query language

produ t of the attributes. Ea h line represents a tuple
omposed of pairs <attribute; value>, resulting from the
query. Tuples are ordered a ording to a mat hing degree md.

In UQS, the queries are expressed in terms of a set
of DB-proje tion1 attributes and a set of sele tion riteria using the form attribute/value. These queries are
expressed in a given view. A view is a lassi al on ept
in databases, e.g. a virtual table in whi h all the information needed by the user are brought together. The
transposition of this notion so as to s an the CG knowledge base has already been presented in [7, 8℄.

De nition 2 An answer A to a query Q in UQS
is a set of tuples, ea h of them of the form
f<a1 ; v1 >; : : : ; <aP ; vP >; mdg, with the following meaning :
8p 2 [1; P ℄

De nition 1 A query Q in UQS is a set
fV; a1 ; : : : ; aP ; <aP +1 ; vP +1 >; : : : ; <aP +S ; vP +S >; nb; tg

 ap is an attribute of the DB-proje tion ;
 vp is the value asso iated with the attribute ap , re-

where V is the name of the view in whi h the query
is asked ; a1 ; : : : ; aP are the attributes of the DBproje tion, <aP +1 ; vP +1 >; : : : ; <aP +S ; vP +S > are pairs
de ning the sele tion riteria, nb is the maximum
number of tuples in the result and t is a threshold
(t 2 [0; 1℄) de ning the minimum mat hing degree
a epted for ea h tuple of the answer. Note that
fa1 ; : : : ; aP g \ faP +1 ; : : : ; aP +S g is not ne essarily
empty. The pairs de ning the sele tion riteria have the
following meaning :
8s 2 [P + 1; P + S ℄

sulting from the exe ution of the query.
vp may be an impre ise value represented by a possibility distribution on the underlying domain Dp ,
de ned by vp : Dp ! [0; 1℄.

md is the mat hing degree asso iated with ea h tuple.
In the following vs and vp are supposed to be normalized.

3.The on eptual graph model

 as is a sele tion attribute ;

The Con eptual Graph (CG) model is a knowledge
representation model based on labelled graphs, introdu ed by John Sowa [10℄. We use the formalization presented in [11℄. In the CG model, knowledge is divided
into two parts : the terminologi al part (the support)
and the assertional part (the CGs). In this se tion, we
brie y and intuitively present the CG model through the
example of our appli ation.

 vs is the value asso iated with the sele tion attribute

as . This value is a fuzzy set on the underlying domain Ds , de ned by its membership fun tion vs :
Ds ! [0; 1℄. It is refered to by a linguisti label. We

distinguish two kinds of fuzzy sets depending on the
underlying domain (dis rete or ontinuous).

Two examples of fuzzy sets are given in g. 1.
Here is an example of a query Q de ned
in the fuzzy view Thermization in the knowledge base about the behaviour of Listeria.
Q = fView=Thermization, Id, Substrate, Temperature,
Duration, <Substrate, MyMilkProdu tPreferen es>,
<Duration, HighDuration>, 10, 0.3g.
The result of the exe ution of a query in UQS is a
fuzzy relation, e.g. a fuzzy set de ned on the artesian

3.1.The support

1 in order to prevent ambiguities, we use the term \DB-proje tion"

when dealing with the notion used in the relational database model

MyMilkProductPreferences

HighDuration
1

2

The support provides the ground vo abulary used to
build the knowledge base : the types of on epts used,
the instan es of these types, and the types of relations
linking the on epts. It des ribes the hierar hi al organization of these elements.
The set of on ept types is partially ordered by a kind
of relation. Universal and Absurd are its greatest and
lowest ommon elements, as presented in g. 2.
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Figure 3: An example of a on eptual graph
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4.Adapting the on eptual graph model to quantitative and to fuzzy data

Figure 2: A part of the on ept type set for the mi robial
appli ation

4.1.Representing numeri al values in the on eptual graph model

The on epts an be linked by means of relations.
The set of relation types is partially ordered by a kind
of relation. Ea h relation type is hara terized by an arity and a signature whi h spe i es the maximal on ept
types that a given relation an link together. The set
of relation types we use ontains relation types su h as
agt, whi h is a binary relation having (A tion, Germ) as
a signature. It means that \an A tion has for agent a
Germ" (for example an intera tion an have a ba tery
as an agent).
The third set of the support is the set of individual
markers. Ea h individual marker represents an instan e
of a on ept. For example, E1 an be an instan e of
Experiment. The generi marker (noted ) is a parti ular
marker referring to an unspe i ed instan e of a on ept.

The mi robiologi al data stored, as well as the user's
queries, in lude numeri al values, like temperatures, onentrations, durations. However the CG model we use
represents symboli data. To be more pre ise, two inompatible on ept types annot have a ommon individual marker. For instan e, if `30' is used as a marker
for the on ept type Duration, then it may not be used
for the type Temperature. For this reason another way
of representing numeri al values (and values in general)
will be adopted in the following, modifying the support
in use.
The on ept type Numeri alValue is introdu ed into
the support. This on ept type is a subtype of the more
general type Value. The relation type NumVal(Datum,
Numeri alValue) is introdu ed into the support. This
relation type is a subtype of the more general type
Val(Datum, Value).

3.2.The on eptual graphs
The CGs, built upon the support, express the fa tual knowledge. The CGs are omposed of two kinds
of verti es: (i) the on ept verti es (noted in re tangles
or in bra kets) whi h represent the entities, attributes,
states, events ; (ii) the relation verti es (noted in ovals
or in parentheses) whi h express the nature of the relations between on epts. The label of a on ept vertex is
a ouple de ned by the type of the on ept and a marker
(individual or generi ) of this type. The label of a relation vertex is its relation type. The CG given in g. 3 is
a representation of the information : \in the experiment
E1, intera tion I1 between nisin and Listeria S ott A is
realized in full milk and leads to redu tion as a result".

Remark 1 The designation of these types, as well as
the signatures of the relation types introdu ed, are given
as an example and an be modi ed and adapted to other
appli ations. In the same way, other subtypes of the onept Value and the relation type Val may be onsidered
and hierar hi ally lassi ed, like strings, real numbers,
integers and so on.
De nition 4 A numeri al value is a marker of a spei

De nition 3 The knowledge base KB = fG1 ; : : : ; Gp g

ontaining the semi-stru tured knowledge of our system
is a set of onne ted, possibly y li CGs.
The set of CGs is partially ordered by the spe ialization relation (noted ), whi h an be omputed by the
proje tion operation (a kind of graph morphism). This
operation is widely used for the querying of CG knowl-
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on ept type.
This on ept type is alled Numeri alValue in our appli ation. For example, the set of markers asso iated
with the type Numeri alValue an be IR. This will be
assumed in the following.
The on eptual graph of g. 4 ompletes g. 3 with
additional information, in luding numeri al values represented on the basis of the new support. It ould be
translated by \in the experiment E1, intera tion I1 between nisin at a on entration of 50 U/ml and Listeria
S ott A is realized in full milk during 30 minutes at a
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Figure 4: An example of a on eptual graph representing
numeri al values
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Figure 5: An example of a on ept with a fuzzy marker

4.2.Representing fuzzy values in the on eptual
graph model

Ref(Numeri alValue)=IR is ontinuous and in nite.
If there are two individual markers T1 and T2
that onform to the on ept type Temperature, then
Ref(Temperature) = fT1, T2g is dis ontinuous and disrete.

The theory of fuzzy sets and the possibility theory [12℄
allow one to deal with imperfe t data. In our eld of appli ation, we essentially deal with fuzzy values rstly to
represent impre ise data, se ondly to express preferen es
with fuzzy sets in order to query an in omplete database.
Fuzzy on eptual graphs were introdu ed by Morton
[14℄ and extended by several works, e.g. [15, 16℄.
In omparison with the previous ones, we present a
more homogeneous and integrated approa h to in lude
fuzzy sets in the CG model : (i) we propose a homogeneous representation of fuzzy types and fuzzy markers ;
(ii) the domains of these fuzzy sets are built upon the
support.
As presented in se tion 2, the sele tion riteria expressed in the uni ed query language use the form attribute/value, the value being a fuzzy set. This form is
dire tly exploitable in the relational database, whereas
in the on eptual graph knowledge base a translation has
to be done : an attribute orresponds to a on ept type,
and a value an either orrespond to a on ept type or
to a marker. For that reason, it is ne essary to be able
to de ne both fuzzy on ept types and fuzzy markers.

De nition 6 Let Ref(t) be the referen e domain of a
on ept type t. A fuzzy marker mf of type t is a fuzzy
set de ned on Ref(t).

Remark 2 A \ lassi al" individual marker m (m 6= )
of type t an be onsidered as a parti ular fuzzy marker
of t. Its membership fun tion asso iates the value 1 with
m, and the value 0 on the rest of the domain Ref (t).
De nition 7 A on ept with a fuzzy marker is a
on ept vertex whose label is a ouple (t, mf ), where t
is an element of TC and mf is a fuzzy marker of the
on ept type t.
The on eptual graph represented in g. 5 in ludes a
on ept with a fuzzy marker, of type Numeri alValue.

De nition 8 A fuzzy type tf is a fuzzy set dened on a subset Dtf of on ept types su h that :

8(t1 ; t2 ) 2 Dtf , t1 and t2 are not omparable (i.e. t1 6 t2
and t2 6 t1 ).

Remark 3 A \ lassi al" on ept type t an be onsidered as a parti ular fuzzy type. Its membership fun tion
is de ned on one element ftg of TC and takes the value
1 for this element.

De nition 5 The referen e domain Ref (t) asso iated

with the on ept type t is the set of individual markers
that onform to t.
8t 2 TC ; Ref (t) = fm 2 I j  (m)  tg
with the following meaning :

De nition 9 A on ept with a fuzzy type is a on-

 TC is the set of on ept types de ned in the support ;

ept vertex whose label is a ouple (tf ; m), where tf is a
fuzzy type and m is the generi marker *.

 I is the set of individual markers ;

Remark 4 In the on eptual graph model, the appli a-

  is an appli ation from I to TC that asso iates ea h

individual marker m with a on ept type t.

The referen e domain of a on ept type an be
nite or in nite, ontinuous or dis rete. For example, if the markers that onform to the onept type Numeri alValue are the real numbers, then
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tion  asso iates ea h individual marker with a unique
on ept type. For this reason, m annot be an individual
marker in de nition 9.
For instan e, let us suppose that the user's preferen es
on erning the substrate are MyMilkProdu tPreferen es
represented in g. 1. In on eptual graph terms, these
preferen es orrespond to the on ept [Full milk : *℄ with

[5℄

1
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:

*

0
Full milk

Half skimmed milk

[6℄

Figure 6: An example of a on ept with a fuzzy type
[7℄

the degree 1, and to the on ept [Half skimmed milk : *℄
with the degree 0.5, whi h is synthesized by the on ept
with a fuzzy type of g. 6.

5.Con lusion and perspe tives

[8℄

In this paper, we have fo used on the semi-stru tured
engine of a uni ed system that queries both a stru tured relational database and a semi-stru tured knowledge base represented in terms of on eptual graphs.
More pre isely, we have presented the representation of
fuzzy values (in luding numeri al values) using the oneptual graph model. These fuzzy values an either orrespond to fuzzy on ept types or to fuzzy markers, they
an be interpreted as impre ise data or as queries with
expression of preferen es. We have also studied the s anning of the knowledge base using fuzzy queries submitted by the uni ed querying system, but this part of the
work has not been presented in this paper. We have implemented the part of this work on erning the CGs as
a prototype built on the CoGITo platform [17℄.
Our very next work will fo us on two di erent points :
(i) the extension of the uni ed query language, (ii) the
testing of our prototype on an entire knowledge base,
whi h has to be reated in ooperation with the group of
mi robiologist experts working on our national proje t.

[9℄

[10℄
[11℄
[12℄
[13℄

[14℄
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